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Why Read This Report

Key Takeaways

Mega data breaches will often spur organizations
to invest in cyber security. However, if the
approach is reactive and unplanned, then it’s a
wasted opportunity. Use this report to structure
a sound business case for cybersecurity and
privacy investments that provides assurance to
the stakeholders and value to the business.

Map The Security Plan To Business Outcomes
Structure a business plan for clearly defined
benefits and expected outcomes by aligning the
plan to four levels of value: 1) better efficiency;
2) risk mitigation; 3) increased revenue; and 4)
improved company performance.

This is an update to a previously published report.

Use Innovative Security Practices To Delight
Customers And Differentiate Offerings
As business customers and consumers expect
more from the companies they associate with,
strong security and privacy capabilities can lead
to customer preference over competitors and
customer loyalty. The best programs may even
warrant premium prices or generate revenue on
their own.
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Provide Cybersecurity And Privacy Assurance For All Stakeholders
Boards of directors and executive leadership teams are increasingly cognizant of the dangers of
mega breaches, where costs can run from $40 million to $350 million.1 They’re aware of the brand
reputation damage from betraying customer trust, such as recent events that led to a $5 billion fine
for Facebook.2 On top pf this, the COVID-19 pandemic is causing unprecedented business disruption.
Executives must acknowledge these challenges in the business case, but leading with fear is not a
winning approach. S&R pros must emphasize how the security plan will mitigate cyber risks, improve
operational efficiency, and aid in revenue growth. As S&R pros build their cybersecurity and privacy
business plan, they should keep the following factors in mind:
›› Economic uncertainty means you need a laser focus on key security priorities. The current
COVID-19 pandemic-induced economic turmoil is forcing organizations to make tough budgetcutting decisions.3 This requires you to identify the most mission-critical security and privacy
controls to avoid unintended consequences if more severe cuts are required.
›› Any adjustments in investments will require clear and measurables outcomes. The most
common security metrics either use simple-to-gather data without much meaning or basic
compliance checks that are difficult to distinguish from audits.4 Going forward, ensure that
metrics connect to quantifiable business objectives such as revenue, margin, growth, or customer
satisfaction. In today’s competitive business climate, any cost increase with no commensurate
benefit will be squashed.
›› Business continuity is now tied to secure access for remote workforces. If the infrastructure
that validates employee and partner credentials and access to critical systems goes down without
a backup system, business operations will grind to a halt. A banking firm told us that its multifactor
authentication (MFA) for remote workers had gone down for a full day prior to the pandemic. Once
the entire workforce had to go remote, it became imperative for the organization to build resiliency
into its multifactor authentication infrastructure.5
›› Customers are paying attention to the privacy of their personal data. Violating GDPR, CCPA, or
other customer privacy laws brings fines, but loss of customer trust will mean loss of customer lifetime
value. Customers are becoming more privacy savvy, with 73% of US online adults voicing concern
that their data could be permanently recorded and accessible to anyone without their knowledge.6

Align Your Cybersecurity Business Case To Four Levels Of Value
A compelling cybersecurity and privacy business case should align to four goals: 1) better efficiency; 2)
risk mitigation; 3) increased revenue; and 4) improved company performance (see Figure 1). Structuring
a business plan along these lines provides clear value and identifies the expected business value.
Further, you will be better able to prioritize investments in the face of difficult tradeoffs stemming from
potential budget constraints.
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FIGURE 1 The Four Levels Of Value From Cybersecurity And Privacy Investments
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Improve Security And Privacy Efficiency With Targeted Investments
Your firm’s internal processes and tools are the bedrock of its productivity and ability to compete
effectively. Many aspects of information and technology management have important cybersecurity
and privacy implications, including controlling access, updating systems, and managing change.
Without investment, however, these efforts are often manual. Justifying budget for cybersecurity and
privacy technologies may be as simple as showing more work done in less time:
›› Speeding up processes reduces costs. For many aspects of cybersecurity and privacy, new
investments might simply reduce the time staff needs to accomplish the task at hand. A large North
American manufacturing company moved from an on-premises access management solution to
an Azure AD identity-as-a-service (IDaaS) solution and was able to automate password resets,
optimize password policies, and capture metrics for improved decision making that in the past
was done in a manual and ad hoc manner. This reduced the number of password resets by 1,000
per month, thus greatly reducing help desk costs. Furthermore, automating user group capabilities
reduced troubleshooting from hundreds of hours per year to five days to resolve.
© 2020 Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized copying or distributing is a violation of copyright law.
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›› Automating capabilities can both embed and enhance cybersecurity and privacy. Boosting
efficiency can also extend the reach of cybersecurity and privacy capabilities within the business.
A North American telco standardized on a single container platform, creating a unified DevSecOps
team responsible for imbuing security at build time into newly built machine instance images. By
creating a standard that applied to a much larger percentage of new development, the team helped
developers produce 30% more applications with security baked in, in the same amount of time.
Reduce Security And Privacy Risks For Employees And Customers
A key objective for cybersecurity and privacy investments is to reduce the cost of accidents, incidents,
breaches, and violations. A recent trend in the industry has seen CISOs and CIOs try to quantify the
expected annual financial loss of every major category of risk, but there’s a much more practical way
to quantify risk: CIOs can evaluate likelihood based on such factors as the existence of known attack
techniques and susceptibility of a target to an attack, and they can evaluate impact using such factors
as scope of the loss and expected recovery time. For every category of risk, assessments should
consider four possible types of impact:
›› Outages and reallocation of resources. Tools and technologies that prevent attacks help
companies maintain high availability of key systems and processes, and they reduce the likelihood
that staff will have to stop their primary work to respond to issues and incidents. Forrester’s
interviewees expect corporate data breach victims to now have improved security measures in
place that will make them less likely targets for hacking. Preventing new attacks or having strong
contingencies in place to reduce the impact of successful attacks will minimize disruptions to the
company’s operations.7
›› Loss of customer trust and loyalty. In today’s environment of ubiquitous data breaches, clients’
expectations about your company’s security are constantly increasing. In certain industries
and geographies, clients even consider security a competitive differentiator.8 In such cases, an
investment in cybersecurity and privacy that reduces the risk of data theft or privacy abuse helps
avoid security incidents that might cause customers to defect to a competitor they perceive as
being more secure.
›› Fines, lawsuits, settlements, and other legal costs. GDPR entered into force in May 2018 and
has been followed by others such as CCPA, which is set to take effect by October 2020.9 As
lawmakers continue to look to make examples out of companies that have suffered a data breach,
protecting your clients’ data can save you from regulatory fines and sanctions.
›› Direct financial losses. While attacks that interrupt operations, tarnish the brand, or invoke a
regulatory settlement all eventually hurt a company’s finances, some attacks have a more direct
effect on the balance sheet. Investments in antifraud technologies, however, can directly reduce
the number of illegitimate transactions that a company has to cover, and improvements to that
technology can also reduce the number of false positives that block or delay financial transactions.10
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Mature Programs Tie Cybersecurity Performance To Increased Revenue
Although assessing the value of security and privacy investments in terms of risk reduction can
be a crucial exercise, it might keep CIOs in the same rut of trying to measure the value of nothing
happening. A more successful approach to building a business case will consider revenue and growth
as well: With better security, and a more secure customer journey, clients are more likely to be willing to
start and maintain a business relationship with you.11 To build a comprehensive view of value, you need
to think about value protection as well as value creation:
›› Security and privacy give customers a reason to prefer your firm over others. If your
organization demonstrates thought leadership and investment in security and privacy, it will
increase the willingness of clients to do business with you.12 This trend is abundantly clear in
B2B firms that must fill out a constant stream of lengthy security questionnaires before they’re
considered a viable option. In B2C firms, the examples are more diverse but no less clear. After
implementing a more secure electronic signature process, a US credit union saw a 97% lift in
online lending, suggesting that when given an option, customers sought security and convenience.
›› Advanced security options may warrant premium pricing. More-advanced internal
cybersecurity and privacy capabilities will allow you to improve the security in your products as
well. Your engineering team will be able to build enhanced sensors, telemetry, monitoring, and
alerting into your solution to improve its security. While no customer wants to pay extra for security
fundamentals, they may be willing to pay for more-advanced security and privacy features, as is
the case when customers of the largest public cloud providers decide to add security capabilities
on top of their broader cloud engagements.
›› Truly differentiated capabilities may make good standalone offerings. As you build out your
cybersecurity and privacy capabilities, your organization’s competency may be so strong that you
can market your expertise and services to help other, less mature companies. After mastering
compliance audits, a North American heavy equipment manufacturer started marketing its security
consulting capabilities to third parties. Similarly, Axciom turned its internal know-your-customer
identification service into an external product, and a European retailer used fraud management
transactional and site navigational information to reposition its product portfolio.
Optimized Security And Privacy Programs Improve Overall Company Performance
Beyond the more tangible benefits around efficiency, risk reduction, and revenue growth, mature
cybersecurity and privacy programs will have positive effects on company performance that will be
harder to measure in the short term. That said, given how directly these additional benefits relate to the
organization’s competitive advantages and financial success, it’s still important to consider that:
›› Better risk and compliance information increases agility. Understanding the risk and
compliance implications of business decisions can help a company serve new customers, adopt
new technologies, or penetrate new markets faster than companies that don’t. Companies that
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have invested in tools and processes to meet difficult GDPR requirements will find themselves in
a great position to do business in other countries around the world adopting similar laws.13 The
same goes for working with new customers. References for the Forrester Wave™ of risk-based
authentication said that these tools help them fast-track registration for customers who exhibited
good behavior on other eCommerce websites, and allowed them to offer services and products in
risky geographies (South America, Eastern Europe, Southeast Asia, etc.) where they have not been
able to before.14
›› Stakeholders are drawn to brands with a strong security and privacy reputation. Even more
difficult to measure is the benefit of increased loyalty among customers, employees, and other
stakeholders as a result of good cybersecurity and privacy. This benefit requires more than just
strong capabilities; it requires a consistent pattern of doing the right thing. As a result of improved
security and better self-service, clients mentioned that implementing services for customer identity
and access management (CIAM) resulted in greater efficiency in customer acquisition, lower
customer and shopping cart abandonment, and better conversion rates (customers signing up and
buying on the site). Similarly, Experian found that 74% of consumers chose security as the most
important element when buying online in 2019.15 Over time, these improved customer experiences
will clearly link to increased customer loyalty, satisfaction, and revenue.
Recommendations

Map Cybersecurity And Privacy Plan To Business Outcomes
Align privacy and security measures to the four levels business value in a way that maps your current
and planned spending across these initiatives. This serves to provide clear direction on how to
prioritize spending initiatives along with the any expected future spending changes. As you go through
your cybersecurity strategic planning, incorporate the following considerations into your thinking:
›› Present efficiency gaining measures that don’t sacrifice a secure posture. Identify areas where
lower-cost alternatives don’t exist or would pose unacceptable risk, and protect these from budget
cuts; for instance, secure privileged access to your most critical systems and databases. Once
those are protected, look for areas to consolidate overlapping technologies and automate manual
processes that can reduce costs and staffing requirements.
›› Involve business partners in driving value through improved security and privacy. Many
business operations today rely on the sharing of information and access to systems of external
partners and suppliers. Bring these partners to the table as you look for ways to gain efficiencies,
reduce risk, or drive new revenue opportunities.
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›› Include evaluations of emerging technologies in your business case. Belt-tightening
measures naturally lead CIOs and CISOs toward a more conservative approach of looking to large,
established security providers to consolidate vendors and drive costs down. However, continue to
watch for emerging vendors that will help you innovate. Charge your security teams with identifying
emerging vendors that offer strong potential to advance your cause along the four levels of value.
›› Seek out revenue-generating opportunities for security features. As new technology projects
are increasingly customer-facing, your old business case focusing on compliance levels and
coverage just won’t cut it. Look at your product roadmap to determine whether security and
privacy capabilities might convince customers to choose your product over that of competitors,
and either pay a premium for it or license it outright as a standalone product.

Engage With An Analyst
Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with Forrester thought leaders to apply
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.
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